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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and context 

HDOT’s per-mile road usage charge (RUC) research culminated in a two-part pilot, referred to as the 
HiRUC pilot: 

► Part 1, the Driving Report, involved developing and mailing Driving Reports to hundreds of 
thousands of Hawaii vehicle owners. These customized Driving Reports showed each vehicle 
owner what are currently paying under the gas tax and what it would pay under a revenue-neutral 
RUC based on the odometer values recorded at their vehicle’s two most recent Periodic Motor 
Vehicle Inspection (PMVI), also commonly referred to as “safety inspections”. 

► Part 2, consisting of: 

 The Technology Test Drive, which was conducted with 1,896 volunteers utilizing a technology 
(plug-in devices or a smartphone app that captures and digitizes odometer images) to report 
miles traveled over a 9-month period. 

 The Fleet Pilot, which involved 5 fleet operators with 250 vehicles to evaluate a streamlined 
user experience for fleet operators from enrollment to odometer reporting to account closure.  

This paper covers the process or technical setup and analysis of the HiRUC pilot. 
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2. Overview 

2.1. Essential Functions for Operating a RUC System 

A RUC program must have the ability to operationalize nine essential functions to collect the charge 
from owner/operators of subject vehicles (see Table 1 for a list and explanation of the nine essential 
functions for operation of a road usage charge system). Many of these functions are common to all 
government tax and fee systems.  

The states of Utah and Oregon have activated each of the nine functions for their operational RUC 
programs. HDOT has investigated and demonstrated most of these functions in HiRUC. Payment 
collection (and thus revenue remittal to the state) as well as enforcement activities were excluded from 
the pilot scope. 

Table 1: Nine Essential Functions for Operation of A Road Usage Charge System 

 

2.2. The HiRUC Project 

Researchers in U.S. states have explored a number of ways to determine a vehicle’s distance traveled. 
Methods being considered for light duty vehicle RUC include drivers manually reporting odometer 
readings, fully-automatic reporting from devices installed within vehicles, and use of native vehicle 
telematics. The HiRUC project was the first ever pilot to test the use of odometer readings collected 
through annual vehicle inspections for a road usage charge. Additionally, the project tested plug-in 
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devices with GPS, plug-in devices without GPS, and the odometer photo method. This section provides 
an overview of the two pilots that were used to test these four methods. 

2.3. HiRUC Part One: Driving Report  

In Hawaii, vehicle owners take their vehicles to a certified periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI) 
station annually1, where an inspector records the vehicle’s odometer reading as part of the vehicle’s 
annual inspection process. The PMVI inspection station transmits vehicle inspection data, including 
VIN, odometer reading, the date of the inspection, and whether the vehicle passed or failed inspection, 
to PMVI’s servers. These inspection data are property of the state. 

Phase one of the HiRUC Demonstration was launched in October 2019. Using odometer readings 
collected during the periodic motor vehicle inspections (PMVI) and vehicle data from the existing motor 
vehicle registry, the HiRUC Demonstration began issuing Driving Reports comparing each vehicle’s fuel 
taxes paid with an illustrative road usage charge. The overall technical setup is illustrated in Error! R
eference source not found.. 

Figure 1: HiRUC Driving Report Overview 

 
 

To estimate fuel taxes paid, HiRUC applied the state and county fuel tax rates to an estimate of a 
vehicle’s fuel consumption. HiRUC estimated fuel consumption by dividing the vehicle’s reported miles 

 

1 With the exception of brand new vehicles which, after an initial inspection, do not require a second vehicle inspection until 24 
months later. 
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traveled by the vehicle’s U.S. EPA combined city/highway fuel economy rating. Pilot phase one does 
not require drivers or vehicle owners to install devices in their cars, directly report mileage, or to provide 
any data other than what they are already required to do as part of their vehicle registration/renewal 
and PMVI. Registered vehicle owners received in the mail a Driving Report, comparing an illustrative 
road usage charge, calculated from reported odometer readings, with current estimated cost of the 
state and county motor fuel excise tax paid during the same driving period.  

Part 1 of the Driving Report pilot pulled data from both PMVI and Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) legacy systems. The HiRUC system periodically received vehicle data from DIT and 
PMVI. The data were used to determine distance driven and calculate estimated fuel consumption by 
that vehicle, as well as eligibility of a given vehicle to receive a Driving Report. 

The Driving Report pilot did not directly integrate with either the PMVI or DIT systems. Data transfers 
took the form of offloads from the state motor vehicle registry and uploads into the HiRUC 
demonstration system via a data loader routine. Other than providing periodic data updates, PMVI and 
DIT did not change any of their operations to accommodate the demonstration, and drivers did not 
experience any changes to their interactions with these entities. 

Periodically, both the vehicle registry and PMVI servers sent data to the HiRUC System Administration, 
which merged the data – according to the pilot test charging requirements – and created Driving 
Reports. The Driving Reports were mailed to the address recorded in the vehicle’s registration record.  

The HiRUC Part 1, Driving Report Demonstration, had the following objectives: 

1. Outreach and Education—to inform the public about the possibility of RUC through the 
hundreds of thousands of Driving Reports sent to Hawaii vehicle owners and the public-facing 
website 

2. Test integration of PMVI & DMV data—to demonstrate that data from the Hawaii Department of 
Motor Vehicles, operated by DIT2, could be merged with PMVI data from safety inspections, 
maintained by Parsons on behalf of HDOT.  

3. Measuring Attitudes—to gather information on public attitudes on transportation funding and 
RUC based on surveys advertised in the mailed driving reports 

4. Operations—to demonstrate the potential operations of sending monthly Driving Reports to 
residents 

5. Collect data to calculate demographic impacts of RUC—collect data to compute impacts of 
RUC on low-income individuals and compare rural vs. urban impacts 

All of these objectives were achieved, as will be illustrated in this report. 

 

2 The Department of Information Technology (DIT) of the City and County of Honolulu provides IT services to the City and 
County of Honolulu and manages the vehicle registration software/database for the state. DIT’s role includes the operation of a 
centralized mainframe system that integrates vehicle registration data from the four county DMVs, and vehicle inspection data 
collected by the inspection stations enrolled in the PMVI program. 
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2.4. HiRUC Part Two 

2.4.1. Technology Test Drive pilot 

In Spring 2020, phase two of HiRUC began testing automated reporting methods for collection of 
mileage data for a road usage charge program. Unlike phase one’s fully-manual odometer reporting, 
phase two’s automated reporting methods do not rely on PMVI. Rather, the HiRUC phase two 
demonstration uses a private-sector service provider, Azuga, and mileage reporting either using an 
OBD-II plug-in device or a smartphone app to capture pictures of a vehicle’s odometer, called OdoFoto, 
to collect information about the distance a vehicle has traveled in Hawaii. Azuga’s system determine 
distance driven and estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid. Based on this data, Azuga prepared 
illustrative statements or Road Usage Reports for enrolled vehicles and emailed them to the vehicle 
owner. 

Part two was needed in addition to Part one for a variety of reasons: 

► While vehicle safety inspections in Hawaii remain an annual requirement for most vehicles, there 
have been movements to eliminate those inspections. If they ever were eliminated, there would 
need to be a backup solution in order to collect RUC. 

► Safety inspection based reporting inherently requires charging of all miles. By contrast, mileage 
reporting options with location, including the OBDII device with location, can allow for certain miles 
not to be charged, including miles on private roads, and miles off-road, which is important to the 
agricultural community. 

► Some individuals may prefer reporting and paying RUC incrementally, instead of simply reporting 
once per year. 

► The technology explored in part two also could support use cases that are not supported by safety 
inspection based reporting, such as buying and selling vehicles 

Because Part 2 complements the lessons learned from Part 1 the data and results of these two parts is 
presented together, in this document. 

HiRUC Part two’s automated reporting requires vehicle owner/operators to create a “RUC account” with 
a service provider and either (1) install in their cars a plug-in reporting device for wireless reporting, 
either with or without GPS location detecting capabilities, or (2) periodically report odometer photos 
using a smartphone app. The idea is that drivers preferring fully-automated reporting—the Plug-in 
Device with GPS—may want to identify mileage driven on private property or off public roads so that 
those miles are not charged. Others – those opting for OdoFoto or the Plug-in Device without GPS – 
may simply desire more frequent reporting than once a year, as is the case with PMVI. 

The onboard diagnostic (OBD-II) plug-in device with location awareness is a small device that plugs 
into a vehicle’s data port. Access to the data port is essential to fully-automated reporting because the 
OBD-II system accurately records a vehicle’s distance-traveled and fuel consumption. The device used 
in this option also contains a cellular modem for sending data to the private-sector service provider and 
a GPS chipset, which is used to determine the vehicle’s location. Hawaii is also testing a similar device 
without location-awareness that cannot determine a vehicle’s location, but can still accurately record 
miles driven and fuel consumed.  

In addition to the fully-automated Plug-in Device reporting method, drivers have the options of 
submitting odometer photo images on a periodic basis using a mobile phone camera, a method known 
as OdoFoto. The images are submitted using either the private-sector service provider’s smartphone 
app or a web service. This option may be attractive to drivers who do not wish to install any equipment 
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into their vehicles, especially for older vehicles. OdoFoto may be the only option, other than reporting 
miles at PMVI, available to drivers of cars manufactured prior to 1996 and some models of plug-in 
electric cars, which do not have OBD-II ports. This option does not provide the opportunity to exclude 
off-road driving but does allow more frequent reporting and billing than annually, as is the case with 
PMVI. 

The HiRUC Part 2, Technology Test Drive, had the following objectives: 

1. Giving participant hands-on experience with technologies—to allow participants to utilize the 
mileage reporting technology themselves, making participants actively engaged in the RUC 
reporting process. 

2. Test RUC technologies in Hawaii—while these technologies have been tested elsewhere, it is 
important to test them in the context of Hawaii’s unique geography and community. 

3. Measuring Attitudes—to gather information on participant attitudes on technology options based 
on surveys advertised in the mailed driving reports 

All of these objectives were achieved. 

2.4.2. Automated Reporting for Fleets 

The project team discovered a high number of fleets operating in Hawaii and decided to undertake an 
extension of part two in in which fleet vehicles could participate with automated mileage reporting. The 
objective of the additional phase was to work directly with a diverse array of fleets to understand their 
existing setup, requirements for easily adapting their fleet setup to report and pay for miles driven 
instead of fuel taxes, and operate a prototype approach to fleet mileage reporting in order to gauge 
experiences and feedback from the live experience. 

2.5. Impacts of COVID 

The COVID-19 pandemic began during the middle of the Part 1 pilot and continued through all of the 
rest of the Part 1 and Part 2 pilot. Shortly after the start of the pandemic, the state allowed vehicles to 
delay safety inspections, which in turn resulted in fewer vehicles being inspected during the duration of 
the Part 1 pilot. It also resulted in individuals staying home, and driving less during this time, with some 
vehicles not being driven at all. Ultimately, the impact of COVID on the HiRUC pilot was to cause fewer 
Driving Reports to be mailed than originally planned (360,000 versus the originally-assumed 1 million) 
and fewer miles being driven by participants in the automated pilot. For those who received mailers and 
completed surveys, the period of driving covered by Driving Reports largely or entirely predated the 
pandemic. 
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3. Public and Private Sector Partners 

HDOT and the HiRUC project team relied on a range of public and private sector partners to complete 
the HiRUC pilot. This section presents those partners, including describing their roles in the various 
parts of the pilot 

3.1. Driving Report Partners 

► Hawaii Department of Information Technology (DIT) is the Hawaii government entity that 
maintains the motor vehicle registry (DMV) database. This database provided basic data for Part 1 
Driving Report recipients, including name and address of the registered vehicle’s owner. Vehicles 
included in DIT’s database were linked to PMVI inspection data by VIN. DIT provided monthly data 
updates during the Part 1 pilot to ensure that vehicle data was up-to-date. 

► Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspections (PMVI) are the vehicle safety inspections carried out by 
HDOT’s Motor Vehicle Safety Office. The Motor Vehicle Safety Office licenses inspectors 
throughout the state to carry out these inspections, typically at vehicle service shops. PMVI 
inspectors enter vehicle inspection data, including odometer and VIN, into the system PMVI system, 
provided by Parsons. 

► Parsons is a major US engineering firm specializing in government projects. Parsons provides and 
operates the system that stores PMVI data. During the project, Parsons made monthly data 
updates to the Part 1 pilot to provide the latest data for the Driving Reports. 

► Teague is a design firm based in Seattle. Teague conducted extensive on site research and 
development to create the ideal format for the Driving Report. 

► Vehcon is a US-based software firm supporting Usage-based Insurance and RUC applications 
through data integration and odometer image processing. Vehcon was the only partner that 
supported both parts 1 and 2 of the HiRUC pilot. In Part 1, Vehcon served as data integrator and 
driving report generator. Vehcon took monthly uploads of PMVI and DIT data and integrated them 
according to business rules generated by the project team. Vehcon implement the Driving Report 
format developed by Teague based on project team inputs. During the Part 1 pilot, Vehcon created 
Driving Reports monthly. Vehcon corrected errors in the driving reports identified by the project 
team and sent the Driving Reports to Cardinal. 

► Cardinal is a major print shop in Hawaii. Cardinal printed and mailed Driving Reports based on the 
data sent by Vehcon. 

3.2. Technology Test Drive Partners 

► Vehcon had two roles in Part 2. First, Vehcon provided and operated the OdoFoto software—both 
the front end app and backend server software to capture and process odometer images. Vehcon 
modified their existing software used in other RUC programs and in MileAuto for the HiRUC 
Technology Test Drive. Second, Vehcon was the generator of Road Usage Reports based on data 
provided by Azuga data. Road Usage Reports were developed by the project team based on same 
format as the Part 1 Driving Reports. Vehcon sent their completed Road Usage Reports to Azuga 
for distribution to pilot participants. 

► Teague developed Road Usage Reports for Part 2 based on initial research conducted for the 
Driving Report.  
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► Azuga is a major US fleet tracking firm that provides OBDII devices and account management 
software for commercial fleets, as well as supporting RUC pilots and programs. Azuga was the 
Account Manager/Service Provider for the Technology Test Drive. Azuga provided the enrollment 
process and web portal for all Part 2 participants. Azuga provided the plug-in devices, both with and 
without location information technology. Azuga provided the HiRUC app, which included link to 
Vehcon’s OdoFoto software. It also provided premium services such as trip records and carbon 
emissions. Azuga took OdoFoto data from Vehcon and populated their OdoFoto accounts with it. 
Azuga provided Vehcon data to generate the Road Usage Reports. Azuga took the completed 
Road Usage Reports from Vehcon and distributed them to the public. Azuga provided customer 
service on all accounts. 

3.3. Fleet Pilot Partners 

► Azuga leveraged its fleet platform to support the mini-pilot and provide Account Management 
services to fleet participants including fleet vehicle enrollment via file upload (containing vehicle 
identification information and initial odometer readings), online account management interface and 
invoice generation and distribution. Azuga generated RUC invoices using formats used for their 
fleet customers, and provided customer support on fleet accounts.  
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4. Pilot Design and Testing 

To design and test both parts of the HiRUC pilot, the team followed common Systems Engineering 
process, as follows: 

► Developed a Concept of Operations (ConOps), based on goals and objectives for the HiRUC 
project based on specific attributes desired by HDOT and from the team’s general knowledge of 
RUC. 

► Developed a set of System Requirements Specifications (SRS) based on ConOps—basic 
technical rules for the pilot system to follow. 

► Developed an Interface Control Document (ICD) specifying the interfaces between the pilot 
system and to other systems which the pilot system will interact with. 

► Developed Business Rules—operational rules for system to follow—based on the ConOps and 
additional input from HDOT. Like system requirements, business rules specify rules for how the 
pilot system must run, thus, the line between system requirements and business rules can be fuzzy. 
In general, the project team treated the business rules as having a greater more operational or 
business focus and were developed after the system requirements were developed.  

► Developed the template for the statements that users would receive that documented and 
illustrated their driving—which the team called driving reports for the part 1 pilot and road usage 
reports for the part 2 pilot. These statements were a main user interface in both pilots and needed 
to be well designed to communicate the t messaging. 

► Developed and tested the system—and iteratively refined specification documents above as 
needed during testing. 

The remainder of this section describes how these steps were followed for Parts 1 & 2. 

4.1. Part 1 Driving Report System Design and Testing 

4.1.1. The Driving Report Concept 

To begin the Part 1 system design, the project team first developed the ConOps.  

The ConOps begins by describing the background of the project and the stakeholder landscape, a 
common element in ConOps. 

It then describes the basic concept of the Part 1 Driving Report Demonstration: 

► For a given vehicle, obtain the odometer value for the two most recent inspections from PMVI data 

► Using the county-specific RUC and gas tax rates, calculate the gas tax paid based on the EPA city-
highway fuel economy and the potential RUC owed 

► Merge with the DIT data to get latest name and address of the vehicle owner 

► Create populate the driving report with the RUC and gas tax data and owner name and address 

► Print the driving report and send it in the mail 
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After explaining the basic concept, the ConOps then documents the range of system usage scenarios 
(for example, uploading data from PMVI and DIT, generating driving reports, etc.). The ConOps 
document includes much more detail. 

4.1.2. Driving Report System Requirements Specification 

The SRS begins by establishing the full context of the Part 1 System. That context is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Figure 2: System Requirements Specifications 

 
 

For a detailed discussion, see the SRS document (Appendix B-3). 

After establishing the system context, the SRS explains the full system architecture. Most notably, it 
distinguishes the two most important parts of the Part 1 system, the Datawarehouse, and the Driving 
Report Generator, both operated by Vehcon. They are defined as followed: 

► The Datawarehouse subsystem imports, merges, processes, and stores raw data from the DIT 
Vehicle Registry and the PMVI database, determines vehicle eligibility to receive a Driving Report, 
and prepares and transmits Driving Report data for eligible vehicles to the Driving Report 
Generator.  

► The Driving Report Generator (DRG) subsystem that receives processed transactional data from 
the Datawarehouse subsystem, applies business rules to the data and builds Driving Reports 
according to the appropriate layout, and stores Driving Reports accessed by the external printing 
and mailing system. Once Driving Reports are issued, the subsystem reports the Driving Report 
status per vehicle to the Datawarehouse subsystem.  
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After establishing the system architecture, the SRS contains the detailed system requirements the 
requirements are organized in the following groups: 

► Security requirements—requirements related to cybersecurity, such as encryption and 
authentication 

► General system requirements—overall system requirements, such as performance requirements 

► Testing/testability requirements—requirements related to the testing and testability of the system 

► Datawarehouse requirements—requirements of the datawarehouse component of the 
architecture 

► Driving Report Generator Requirements—requirements of the Driving Report Generator 
component of the architecture 

Notably, the requirements established general principle to not send Driving Reports to any vehicles for 
which unusual circumstances occurred, which the SRS considers to be “edge cases”. Handling such 
edge cases was not within scope and budget of the HiRUC project. However, it will be important to 
capture all cases in an operational system. The SRS did not detail all edge cases—those details were 
captured in the Business Rules, described below. 

4.1.3. Driving Report System Interfaces 

The Interface Control Document (ICD) describes three interfaces, described below.  

1. PMVI to HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system. The interface is completed through secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, the Parsons team uploaded the file via SFTP. The system 
operator manually stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content 
conventions. Precise data in each file described in external documents. 

2. DIT to HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system. The interface is completed through secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, DIT uploaded the file via SFTP. The system operator manually 
stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content conventions. Precise data in 
each file described in external documents. 

3. HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system to Mailhouse (Cardinal). The interface is completed through secure 
File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, the system operator uploaded the file via SFTP. The 
Mailhouse, Cardinal, manually stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content 
conventions. Precise data in each file described in external documents. 

4.1.4. Driving Report System Business Rules 

The business rules contain the core details of the data merge process. As described above, business 
rules are rules for how the system should operate, just like system requirements. 

The most important Business Rules are the following: 

► Electric Vehicles (EVs), regular or non-EV vehicles, and fleets are the three main groups and 
receive different driving reports. EVs have no gas tax comparison and a slightly different message. 
Fleets have multiple vehicles and a slightly different message. 

► Regular vehicles must have a determinable MPG in order to receive a Driving Report. That ensures 
that they will receive a gas tax comparison. 
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► Vehicles must have a status A in the DIT database, indicating that they are active, having passed 
their inspection, and paid up on their vehicle registration. This rule prevents sending a letter to a 
vehicle owner who might be concerned about their vehicle’s status. 

► Vehicles could not change ownership between the two safety inspections, or since the most recent 
safety inspection. This rule ensures that all miles traveled are charged to the owner of the vehicle 
who incurred those charges. 

► Vehicles could not move islands between safety inspections. As there is no precise record of when 
vehicles move between island, there is no way of computing exactly how much RUC and gas tax to 
attribute to each county. 

► Only one Driving Report could be sent to each household, to avoid overwhelming households with 
many Driving Reports. 

► The two safety inspections could not be more than 30 months apart, to avoid sending unusual 
driving reports. 

4.1.5. Driving Report Template Development 

The project team worked with a design team specialized in user experience (UX) research, Teague, to 
develop road usage reports. The project team first identified three participant segments that would have 
to be researched – individual electric vehicle owners, individual non-electric vehicle owners, and fleet 
vehicle owners. These segments were chosen due to the different ways they are impacted by vehicle 
related fees and taxes, which impacts how their driving report should be displayed. For example, 
electric vehicle owners do not pay the gas tax. Also, fleet operators need to see RUC for a much 
greater number of vehicles than individual vehicle owners.  

Once the three participant segments were identified, the project team recruited participant profiles from 
Oahu (8 participants) and Big Island (6 participants). UX Designers held sessions in participant homes 
or place of business during which they interacted with the following vehicle ownership segments and 
socio-demographic groups: 

► Vehicle ownership segments: 

 9 mixed non-electric vehicle owners (cars, trucks, SUVs)  

 3 electric and/or hybrid vehicle owners 

► Socio-demographic groups: 

 Ranged levels of education from Highschool to PhD 

 Ranged levels of household income from $35K to $200K+ 

 Mix of ethnicities 

 Two English as Second Language (ESL) speakers 

The UX designers uncovered insights during the interactive sessions that led to design 
recommendations for reports used for both Part 1 and Part 2 of the pilot demonstrations. The designers 
verified their design choices based on interactive sessions through online surveys with new 
participants. Design choices for the Driving Report (used in Part 1) and Road Usage Charge reports 
(used in Part 2) are summarized below:  
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► Envelope design.  

 Participants often dismissed non-standard, non-envelope paper sizes and full-color images as 
marketing material. Participants prioritized known institutions in their mail triage. This led to use 
of a standard, commercial envelope size with the HDOT logo that most Hawaii residents were 
familiar with. The envelope was explicit that the email was related to the Road Usage Charge 
Demonstration.  

► Driving Report Content design.  

 People irrespective of their education level feel overwhelmed by information particularly when 
charts are presented. This insight led to a simplified invoice where few numbers were presented 
and with bar charts presenting specific historical data.  

 Personal data creates a sense of relevance. This led to only the display of individual and fleet 
data that came directly from the vehicle owners’ and fleet operators’ vehicles instead of 
historical data from similar profiles.  

 Impact of a road usage charge should be expressed specifically and personally. This led to an 
invoice design that called out difference between current gas tax and potential road usage 
charge (for non-electric vehicles) so vehicle owners would understand specific impact to them.  

4.1.6. Driving Report Data Generation, Printing, and Mailing 

Once the Driving Report templates were designed, the project team worked with Vehcon to generate 
the vehicle data that would populate the individual vehicle owners and fleet business owners Driving 
Reports. Vehcon pre-processed raw data obtained from the DIT system and PMVI systems to produce 
CSV files containing all variable vehicle data needed to produce Driving Reports.  

Printing and mailing out individual vehicle owners’ Driving Reports. The CSV files containing driving 
report data were then quality checked by the project team. Individual vehicle owners’ data was then 
submitted to Cardinal, a print and mail shop based in Hawaii. In order to save printing costs for 
individual vehicle owners’ Driving Reports, Cardinal used empty Driving Report shells that only included 
static information, i.e., letter content, FAQ content, and template information, as shown in Figure 3. 
Cardinal calibrated printers to print the variable data from the csv files onto the pre-printed Driving 
Report shells.  
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Figure 3: Pre-Printed Driving Report Shell 

 
 

4.1.7. Driving Report Fleet Modifications 

The project team used lessons learned from Part 1 Demonstration for individual vehicle owners and 
fleet business rules to refine the fleet driving report template to be suitable for vehicle fleets of 10 
vehicles and greater. These driving reports showed a slightly adjusted introduction letter, individual 
records for each vehicle in the fleet that was inspected in 2020, an updated FAQ, and a line with totals 
for all vehicles on the report, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Fleet Driving Report 

 
 

For the fleet driving reports, Vehcon generated the data and created the full Driving reports in PDF 
formats. The fleet Driving Report PDFs were then transmitted to Cardinal to be printed and mailed to 
fleet business owners.  

4.1.8. Driving Report Testing and System Refinement 

Testing and system refinement prior to system launch included the following steps: 

► Unit Testing–individual software components, performed and documented by Vehcon on Vehcon-
developed software 

► Integration testing—testing interfaces to PMVI, DIT, and the Mailhouse, Cardinal. Performed and 
documented by Vehcon with support from PMVI, DIT, and Cardinal. 

► End-to-end testing—full system testing, using real data provided by PMVI and DIT, leading up to 
inspected Driving Reports.  

► Small-scale operational trial—User acceptance testing, a continuation of end-to-end testing, by 
having Cardinal Print the inspected Driving Reports, sending them out to recipients, and getting 
their feedback through a survey. 

4.2. Part 2 Technology Test Drive System Design and Testing 

4.2.1. The Technology Test Drive Concept  

To begin the Part 2 system design, the project team first developed the Part 2 ConOps. The ConOps 
begins by establishing the goals and objectives of the Part 2 Demonstration. 

The goals of Part 2 are the same as for Part 1. The HiRUC demonstration project has the following 
goals: 

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work 

► Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC 
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► Determine level of public acceptance and changes over time in acceptance of the RUC concept 
when it is demonstrated in Hawaii 

► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 
revenues 

► Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial). 

The objectives of Part 2 of the demonstration project are to: 

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of the RUC system based on low-
tech and high-tech mileage reporting methods  

► Test mileage reporting options and frequency for drivers for whom the annual, PMVI-based process 
is unsuitable (e.g., those who accrue significant off-road mileage or for whom more frequent 
payments are easier to manage) 

► Test an open system design that is technology neutral and potentially allows entry of multiple 
service providers, and use of various methods and technologies for collecting and reporting road 
usage charge  

► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners under a private 
service provider configuration 

► Provide vehicle owners with mileage reporting method options and evaluate the user experience 
and response to the different methods 

► Assess viability and operational-effectiveness of each mileage reporting method through 
measurable outputs 

► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be leveraged to 
support RUC 

► Understand the marginal costs associated with a private-sector-managed RUC system 

► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system under a private service provider configuration; 
demonstrate transparency/auditability of such a system; identify corresponding issues and provide 
a quantitative base for recommendations 

► Encourage engagement and elicit further feedback from end users interacting with the system to 
collect information on level of understanding and acceptance of RUC under a private service 
provider configuration.  

The ConOps then presents the stakeholder landscape for the Part 2 Demonstration, a common feature 
of ConOps documents. It then goes on to explain the Basic Concept for the Part 2 Demonstration. 
Figure 5 illustrates the participant journey, a summary of the participant experience in the Part 2 
Demonstration: 
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Figure 5: Participant Journey Through Demonstration 

 
 

In the Part 2 Demonstration, the HiRUC project team consulted with HDOT and the Advisory Group to 
determine that there would be the following three mileage reporting methods: 

► Plug-in Device with Location—a device, typically used in the Usage-based Insurance industry, that 
measures miles traveled based on vehicle data, and transmits them to the Account Manager via 
cellular communications. It plugs into a vehicle’s OBD-II data port. The variant with location 
contains a GPS chip that allows the system to determine when miles driven are chargeable (on 
public roads) or non-chargeable (on private roads or off-road). Participants with this method 
received Road Usage Reports each month. 

► Plug-in Device without Location—a device, typically used in the Usage-based Insurance industry, 
that measures miles traveled based on vehicle data, and transmits them to the Account Manager 
via cellular communications. It plugs into a vehicle’s OBD-II data port. The variant without location 
does not contain a GPS chip and cannot determine when miles driven are chargeable (on public 
roads) or non-chargeable (on private roads or off-road). Participants with this method received 
Road Usage Reports each month. 

► OdoFoto—a functionality of a smartphone app to capture and process images of odometers. 
Participants were asked to submit an odometer image after they enrolled, and then every 3 months 
after that, until the conclusion of the 9-month pilot. Participants received 3 reminder messages 
telling them to submit their odometer image at the end of each 3-month quarter. Participants with 
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this method received Road Usage Reports each quarter, but if they did not submit an odometer 
image, it would not include any miles. 

The ConOps continue by illustrating the pilot context in which these mileage reporting methods were 
used in the Part 2 Demonstration. The context is illustrated in Figure 6. The Private Service Provider or 
Account Manager is Azuga. 

Figure 6: Concept of Operations for Part 2 

 
 

After illustrating the pilot context, the ConOps continues by providing details of the pilot usage 
scenarios, including signup, account management, and generating road usage reports. For full details, 
see the Part 2 ConOps in Appendix C-2. 

4.2.2. Technology Test Drive Concept System Requirements Specification  

The TTD SRS begins by illustrating the system context, just provided above from the ConOps. It then 
goes on to establish the system architecture. 

The most important elements of this image are the Account Management subsystem, where the 
participants accounts were actually stored, the Mileage Reporting Subsystem, which represents the 
mileage reporting options (the plug-in devices provided by Azuga and the OdoFoto app provided by 
Vehcon), and the Datawarehouse and Road Usage Report Generator, the components that developed 
the road usage reports, which were provided by Vehcon. 

After establishing the system architecture, the SRS contains the detailed system requirements the 
requirements are organized in the following groups: 

► Security requirements—requirements related to cybersecurity, such as encryption and 
authentication 
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► Testing/testability requirements—requirements related to the testing and testability of the system 

► Performance requirements—requirements for system speed, capacity, etc. 

► Mileage Reporting Requirements—requirements of the mileage reporting options—plug-in 
devices with and without location, and the OdoFoto functionality 

► Account Management Requirements—requirements for administration of user accounts, 
including enrollment, mileage processing, and a range of other functions 

For details on the requirements, see the Part 2 SRS in Appendix C-3. 

4.2.3. Technology Test Drive System Interfaces  

The TTD ICD begins by explaining the open systems objective of the HiRUC system: that it is designed 
to be fully documented, and open to any vendor who could comply with its requirements. In a RUC 
system in revenue operations, there could be more than one vendor, at least for some mileage 
reporting methods.  

The ICD goes on to define the system interfaces based on the system architecture and fully defines 
them. They are summarized as follows: 

► Internal Interface 1 

 Interface between Mileage Reporting subsystem and the Account Management subsystem to 
exchange road usage data measured or reported through mileage reporting methods supported. 
This interface is entirely internal to the Service Provider subsystem. The type of information 
exchanged depends on the mileage reporting method used: 

• The Mileage Message, for the plug-in device Mileage Reporting Methods,  

• The Odometer message, for the OdoFoto mileage reporting method. 

► External Interface 2 

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (operated by Azuga) and the 
Datawarehouse subsystem (operated by Vehcon) to: 

• Send data to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs) for Participants—this must be done for 
all participants on a periodic basis. 

• Receive status reports on RURs issued—the Datawarehouse component of the current 
HiRUC System generates the RURs, and the transmits a message back to the Service 
Provider indicating which RURs have been created, which the Service Provider then uses 
as a basis for transmitting the RURs to Participants.  

► External Interface 3 

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (operated by Azuga)and the Road 
Usage Report Generator subsystem (operated by Vehcon) to retrieve RURs for Participants. 
This interface has two elements: 

• The RUR Request, in which the Service Provider Requests RURs to be generated and 
download.  

• The RUR Data response, in which the RUR Generator sends download links (URLs) with 
the RURs to the Service Provider. 
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► External Interface 4  

 Interface 4 consists of reports sent in Excel format to the HiRUC administration. 

Details of all these interfaces can be found in the ICD. 

4.2.4. Technology Test Drive Business Rules  

The business rules document contains for the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration contains the following ten 
categories of business rules: 

1. Customer Service Readiness: These rules provide guidelines for preparing Customer Service 
Representatives (CSRs) to deliver high quality customer service. 

2. Account Management: These rules provide the guidelines for creating Participant accounts, 
enrolling vehicles in Mileage Reporting Methods, changing Mileage Reporting Methods, and 
closing accounts.  

3. Quality of Customer Service: These rules provide for a minimum standard of customer service 
and responsiveness to Participants. 

4. Support of Participants entering or leaving the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration and 
changing vehicles: These rules define the minimum standard of support for Participants who 
enter or leave the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration outside of the defined begin and end dates, or 
who sell or purchase a new vehicle during the Part 2 Demonstration period, or who wish to 
change Mileage Reporting Methods during the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration. 

5. Support of Road Usage Reports: These rules govern the provision of Road Usage Reports for 
all Participants. 

6. Restrictions on Use of Participant Data: These rules govern use of Participant data by all 
vendors participating in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration. 

7. Restrictions on Selling Services to Participants: These rules govern the offering or 
provisioning of value- added services to Participants. 

8. Data Requests Beyond ICD: These rules define required data sharing between vendors, 
subsystems, and HiRUC Administration beyond that identified in the ICD. 

9. Reporting Periods, Reminders, and Compliance: These rules govern the time periods for 
when Road Usage Reports shall be issued and when reporting reminders shall be sent to 
Participants. 

10. Periodic Reporting to HiRUC Administration: These rules define the Excel tables that are to 
be submitted as Periodic reports to the HiRUC Administration 

Details of all business rules are included in the Business Rules document. 

4.2.5. Technology Test Drive Road Usage Report Template Development 

The project team used insights from the UX Design research to design variations of the Road Usage 
Report that would be used in the Technical Test Drive (Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration).  

Design choices were made to adjust to a new audience of volunteer participants who had been actively 
engaged in the Test Drive recruitment phase and had thus received more exposure to the road usage 
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charge concept than registered vehicle owners in Part 1, and because more data was available from 
the mileage reporting methods in Part 2. 

Road Usage Reports varied by participant vehicle ownership segment (individual electric vehicle 
owners, individual non-electric vehicle owners, and fleet vehicle owners) and by mileage reporting 
methods (odometer image capture method, plug-in device with or without location). 

Individual participants who enrolled an electric vehicle had a different report layout from vehicle owners 
of non-electric vehicles. Road Usage Reports for individual participants’ vehicles that use gas or diesel 
showed comparisons between estimated gas tax paid and road usage charge, while Road Usage 
Reports for electric vehicles showed only the road usage charge. 

Participants using the odometer image capture methods received quarterly reports that included initial 
and last odometer reading received during the reporting period and a summary of odometer readings 
report to date in the last section of the report.  

Participants using a plug-in device with or without GPS received monthly reports that included charts 
summarizing monthly mileage.  

Fleet participants received monthly reports that had a different layout individual Road Usage Reports. 
Their reports showed comparison between estimated gas tax paid and potential road usage charge for 
the entire fleet, and detailed driving activity and charges for each fleet vehicle.  

4.2.6. Road Usage Report Generation and Distribution 

Report generation and distribution involved different steps and actors: 

► Azuga, the account manager or service provider, collected detailed mileage and fuel consumption 
data per vehicle throughout the monthly (for the plug-in device method) or quarterly reporting period 
(for the Odofoto method) and processed the data into road usage charges at the end of each 
mileage reporting cycle.  

► At the end of each reporting cycle, Azuga sent processed road usage report data to Vehcon’s road 
usage report generation (RURG) system through an Application Program Interface. The data 
identified the different participant segments (electric or non-electric vehicle owner or fleet operator) 
and mileage reporting methods to allow Vehcon generated different road usage reports for each 
participant type.  

► Once Vehcon generated road usage reports, Vehcon provided the reports along with a CSV file 
containing the report data to the project team for verification and approval. 

► Vehcon submitted the approved reports to Azuga for distribution to participant accounts.  

4.2.7. Technology Test Drive Testing and System Refinement 

Testing and system refinement prior to system launch included the following steps: 

► Unit Testing – individual software components, performed and documented by Vehcon on Vehcon-
developed software and by Azuga on Azuga-developed software. This included testing of 
enrollment, the mobile app, and various account management activities. 

► Integration testing—testing the interfaces specified above between Vehcon and Azuga. These 
tests were carried out by Azuga and Vehcon together, and all interface issues were resolved. 
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► End-to-end testing—full system testing over a week in Hawaii, leading up to Road Usage Reports. 
These tests included Vehcon, Azuga, and the project team. These tests uncovered a range of 
software issues, which Azuga later fixed. 

► Small-scale operational trial—User acceptance testing, carried out with about 30 people. Testing 
team plus general public. The small scale operational trial began in January of 2020 and continued 
through launch of pilot in June 2020. Findings from the small scale operational trial lead to 
improvements to a range of minor issues. 

4.3. Fleet Pilot System Design and Testing 

4.3.1. The Fleet Pilot Concept  

The objectives of the Fleet Pilots were to determine: 

► Whether providing odometer readings through a file exchange is a more convenient option for fleet 
operators to comply with RUC than other methods tested to date. As stated above, PMVI does not 
necessarily catch all fleet vehicles, especially newer rental vehicles. And the Technology Test Drive 
(TTD) revealed that OdoFoto and Plug in Device (PID) mileage reporting methods, which make 
more frequent submissions possible for individual owners, are not convenient for large fleets. Trying 
to track down each vehicle for odometer photos is time consuming, and managing PIDs across a 
fleet purely for RUC can be costly and time consuming for fleet managers.  

► How RUC account managers can provide a method to submit odometer readings on a flexible 
basis. For example, to offer ways for vehicle owners so submit odometer readings to bridge the 
two-year gap before a new vehicle’s first PMVI or to submit an odometer reading when a vehicle’s 
ownership changes. Allowing for flexible timing, manual submission of odometer readings (through 
typing in the odometer or via file exchange) addresses a large number of “edge cases” that could 
not be accommodated in the original HiRUC pilots. 

► Explore whether fleets wish to pass along the costs of RUC to their end customers, especially in the 
case of rental fleets, and if so, how. 

4.3.2. Fleet Pilot Features 

The following features were offered in the pilot to meet the stated objectives: 

► Address fleets separately from passenger cars to ensure ease of compliance and payment. 

 Remove the 10-vehicle limitation on enrollment per account 

 Offer a streamlined fleet enrollment interface (no enrollment code, no premium services, add 
vehicles by uploading a csv) leveraging Azuga’s new prototype RUC fleet interface 

 Offer bulk upload with flexible file formats 

 Test a fleet-oriented dashboard 

 Refine the fleet invoice 

► Offer ways to handle edge cases that are not currently handled by PMVI through a flexible 
odometer submission portal 

 Provide the ability to manually enter odometer reading with no photo requirement 

 Offer the flexibility to add or remove a vehicle and submit one interim odometer reading at any 
time 
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 Calculate RUC owed before the end of quarter 

Azuga designed a user interface flow, screenshots, and backend database to support these 
features and functionality. 

4.3.3. Fleet Pilot Testing 

Testing for the Fleet Pilot went through software functionality testing, user interface testing, and a small 
scale operational testing prior to launch. 
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5. Summary of Pilot Data  

5.1. Driving Report Surveys  

Key findings and insights from the qualitative and quantitative research were used to develop a mail 
survey (including personalized Driving Reports), designed to be sent to a large-scale sample of Hawaii 
drivers over the course of 2020. The initial baseline survey was planned as an online-only survey to 
determine if HDOT’s target response rate (of 10%) could be met in order to minimize costs.  

Driving Reports (DR) for individual vehicles (which included the estimated state and county gas taxes 
paid for the vehicle) were generated based on actual data from the Vehicle Safety Inspection. These 
Driving Reports were mailed out to Hawaii residents beginning in November 2019, explaining a 
proposed RUC and estimating how much that particular driver would owe if the State changed from a 
per-gallon gasoline tax to a per-mile RUC. Driving reports were generally sent out the month following 
their safety inspection. Recipients of the Driving Report were invited to participate in an online survey 
regarding the proposed RUC and were directed to the HiRUC website (where a link to the online survey 
was posted). 

Additionally, media coverage of the RUC began in November 2019. Those who went to the HiRUC 
website, on their own accord, were also able to participate in the survey (although questions were 
worded slightly differently since these respondents did not have an actual Driving Report to refer to). 

This section describes the survey data collected. The survey analysis and evaluation is contained in the 
HiRUC Survey Analysis and Evaluation Report on Part 1 - Driving Reports  

5.1.1. Baseline (Wave I) Online Survey and Subsequent Mail Surveys 

This baseline measure included all surveys completed in November and December 2019. Overall, 
n=917 Hawaii vehicle owners (who received invitations to complete the survey in the mail) completed 
the online survey, while n=505 Hawaii residents (who did not receive invitations to complete the survey 
in the mail) visited the HiRUC website on their own and clicked on a link to the survey. As a result of a 
delay in the second mailing, all surveys received by Ward Research between January 1 and February 
18, 2021 were re-classified as part of the baseline measure. As such, the revised final count for the 
baseline measure was n=4,448 online surveys completed by those who received survey invitations in 
the mail. An initial analysis of the n=505 Hawaii residents who went to the HiRUC website on their own 
reflected inconsistencies in responses; most notably “anti-tax” sentiments were evident in responses to 
several questions which suggested that those respondents who did not receive a Driving Report were 
already skewed toward pre-existing opposition to a RUC. 

A total of n=115,900 surveys were mailed out during this time frame, for a response rate of 3.8% (below 
HDOT’s target threshold).  

5.1.2. Wave II Mail Survey 

The second wave of the Driving Report survey ran between February 19 and March 31, 2020. Given 
HDOT’s target response rate of 10% and the online-only methodology not generating the desired 
response, a decision was made to change methodologies to a mail survey. Following the baseline 
measure, minor revisions were made to the survey instrument, which was formatted to a 4-page hard 
copy mail survey. Beginning on February 14, 2020, the hard copy mail survey was included with the 
Driving Reports. Recipients received their Driving Report, a 4-page mail survey regarding the proposed 
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RUC, and a business reply mail (BRM) envelope addressed to Ward Research for a postage-paid 
reply. Survey recipients were also given the option of completing the survey online.  

In order to validate each respondent (and link them to corresponding vehicle data in the DMV 
database), survey participants were asked to provide their unique driving report number at the 
beginning of the survey. It should be noted that this process resulted in erroneous Driving Report 
numbers (surveys left blank, wrong driving report numbers being written down, illegible handwriting, 
etc.) which could not be matched back to the DMV database. DMV vehicle data were needed in order 
to run crosstabs to identify key differences based on demographic segments such as non-EV drivers 
versus EV drivers. This demographic comparison was of particular note given likely RUC 
support/opposition disparities between these segments. Other segments of note which were compared 
included area of residence (Oahu versus Neighbor Islands; urban versus rural Oahu communities) and 
annual miles driven. 

As of the March 31, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=10,772 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned 
their mail survey, while a total of n=1,211 Hawaii vehicle owners completed a survey online --- an 
overall total of n=11,983 (or a response rate of 13.8% based on a total outbound mailing of n=86,558). 
Findings from the second wave were compared to findings from the baseline measure. Results from 
Wave II were used to determine if the survey instrument needed any revisions or if new questions were 
necessary.  

After comparing results from the baseline (online-only) measure and Wave II (mail and online), the 
research firm believed that the online-only methodology likely created a skew in the opinion data, due 
to the effort and motivation needed to participate in the baseline survey. As such, data from the 
baseline measure reflected a stronger opposition to a RUC (as compared to the residential telephone 
survey conducted in December 2018/January 2019 and, later, in contrast to responses in subsequent 
DR surveys). While it is possible that opinions changed during the period between surveys, the more 
likely cause for the data shift was the change in the methodology. It seemed very likely that those with 
stronger opposing views toward the RUC made more of an effort to complete the baseline survey than 
did those who were neutral or in support of a RUC --- also noted in “anti-tax” sentiments which were 
evident in responses to open-ended questions. Caution was needed when interpreting data from the 
baseline measure, especially the sample of respondents who went to the HiRUC website on their own 
and completed the survey. This further stressed the importance of reaching a more representative 
sample moving forward with future DR mailings.  

In Wave II, a link to the survey was still provided on the HiRUC website. However, those who 
completed a survey via this portal (and who did not receive a Driving Report in the mail) were not 
included in the final sample of respondents from this wave forward --- for the aforementioned reasons.  

5.1.3. Wave III Mail Survey 

No revisions were made to the survey instrument or methodology following Wave II. All respondents 
had received a survey with their Driving Report. 

As of the May 31, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=7,607 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned their 
mail survey, while a total of n=2,001 Hawaii vehicle owners completed a survey online --- an overall 
total of n=9,608 (or a response rate of 23.0% based on a total outbound mailing of n=41,745). This is 
an extremely high response rate for a mail survey to the general population, which was very likely due 
to people being at home during the pandemic lockdown. 

Given that the methodologies employed in Waves II and III were consistent (and minimized the 
potential skew seen in the online-only methodology), the primary focus was on changes between those 
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two measures. Findings from the Wave III survey were used to modify slightly the survey for the Wave 
IV mailing.  

5.1.4. Wave IV Mail Survey 

Wave IV of the Driving Report survey employed the same methodology as the previous two waves, a 
mail survey of Hawaii vehicle owners (who received their Driving Report, a 4-page mail survey 
regarding the proposed RUC, and a business reply mail addressed to Ward Research) with an option to 
complete the survey online. For this wave, Driving Reports were mailed out to Hawaii residents 
between August 5 to 7, 2020. There were several changes to the survey instrument in Wave IV, 
including individual driving report numbers of the recipient printed onto the hard copy survey 
instrument. This change minimized the number of returned surveys which could not be matched back to 
the DMV database. Other changes included testing levels of support/opposition to a RUC based on 
different scenarios/conditions, reactions to combining taxes and fees into a single bill, and the addition 
of a question designed to measure the expected impacts of COVID-19 on future driving.  

As of the September 8, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=10,061 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned 
their mail survey, while a total of n=833 Hawaii vehicle owners completed the survey online --- an 
overall total of n=10,894 (or a response rate of 17.0% based on a total outbound mailing of n=64,116). 

One issue that arose during the Driving Report Surveys was the difficulty in identifying Hybrid vehicles 
as either EV or non-EV vehicles, given that plug-in hybrids should be categorized as electric vehicles 
and other hybrids should be categorized as non-EV vehicles. Hybrid vehicles generally were 
categorized with EV vehicles in the analysis and reporting.  

5.2. Technology Test Drive Surveys 

The survey analysis and evaluation is contained in the HiRUC Feedback on the Hawaii Road Usage 
Charge (HIRUC) Technology Test Drive Report. 

The HiRUC team followed up with all volunteers, who agreed to participate in an initial, a midpoint, and 
a final survey --- offering feedback and reflecting on their experiences with the pilot technologies. While 
some questions were asked across all three surveys, HiRUC used the opportunity to revise questions 
at the completion of the initial and midpoint surveys.  

For non-fleet vehicles, a total of n=985 participants completed the initial survey, n=1,077 participants 
completed the midpoint survey, and n=1,239 participants completed the final survey.  

Reactions from the Technology Test Drive were very positive, with a large majority of participants 
offering encouraging feedback on their chosen mileage reporting method. For the most part, the 
participants agreed that their chosen method was easy, clear, reliable and accurate.  

5.3. Fleet Pilot Interviews 

Two sets of interviews were conducted with fleet managers to understand the various types of fleet 
operations in Hawaii, vehicle registration and inspection processes, opportunities for mileage collection, 
considerations for minimizing the level of effort and optimizing benefits associated with RUC for fleets, 
and specific feedback on the user interface. Interviews were conducted following initial enrollment and 
following close out. 

Fleets were found to have different operational needs, vehicle lifecycle management processes, 
exemptions, and vehicle cost tracking needs. Fleets in the pilot used a variety of system including 
spreadsheets, fleet management programs required for counties, and specialized high-tech telematics 
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Fleet Management Systems. It was felt that fleet operations have widely varying capabilities and 
resources to accommodate RUC reporting. Fleets found the bulk upload with flexible file formats and 
direct updates through user interface options for reporting offered in the fleet pilot were generally 
acceptable and provided feedback on features that could improve convenience. 
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6. Observations and Lessons Learned 

This section covers observations and lessons learned in three distinct phases of the HiRUC 
demonstration: 

► Design and Development  

► Testing 

► Live Operations 

6.1. Part 1 Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.1.1. Design and Development 

► Well-designed statement (e.g. Driving Reports and Road Usage Reports) is vital for outreach and 
education phase. It is important to find the right level of information to display to drivers. Detailed 
computations of road usage charge and gas tax generally overwhelmed users who only need 
enough information to understand the impact of the road usage charge on them and compare it with 
the gas tax. Minimal display of numbers accompanied by an explanation of how the road usage 
charge could work satisfied the first level of curiosity of most users who had the option to learn 
more online or through customer support services if they desired.  

► Customizing Driving reports to the population segment allows to highlight relevant impacts of road 
usage charge for each user type. Specifically, different data needs to be shown on Driving Reports 
for fleets, for electric vehicles, and for regular vehicles – gas tax information is relevant for non-
electric vehicle owners, but not for electric vehicle owners, and fleet owners generally want to see 
the impact for the totality of their fleet. The driving report for each of these three segments requires 
a different template, due to these differing needs: 

 Fleet driving reports should illustrate multiple vehicles in a single report, while individuals’ 
driving reports should only show one vehicle, in order that the driving report is sent shortly after 
the inspection is completed.  

 Electric Vehicle driving reports should not show a comparison to fuel tax charges, because they 
do not use liquid fuel.  

 Non-electric vehicles’ driving reports should show only one vehicle but include a comparison 
with the fuel tax.  

► There is no standard definition or index of vehicle fleets. Commercial vehicle fleets must be 
identified based on the data in the motor vehicle registry maintained by DIT. Not intending to send 
private families vehicle fleet driving reports, the project team decided that for the purpose of the 
HiRUC Part 1 Demonstration, the definition of Fleet should be ten or more vehicles registered at the 
same address to the same owner.  

► It is not possible to send an accurate driving report if vehicle ownership has changed between 
vehicle inspections. That is because it DIT’s database does not contain a precise record of the date 
of the start of ownership for the current owner. Thus, no driving reports could be sent to vehicles 
that changed ownership between inspections. 
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► It is not possible to send an accurate driving report if a vehicle’s registered address changed 
counties between vehicle inspections. That is because DIT’s database does not contain a record of 
the date of vehicle registration address changes, and because the county of registration determines 
the RUC rate used. Thus, no driving reports could be sent to vehicles that changed county of 
registration between inspections. 

► Checking vehicle registration data from DIT’s database should be done as close as possible to 
inspection date. Doing so ensures that the vehicle’s county and ownership has not changed. As 
real-time lookups of the DIT database were not possible, DIT provided a complete upload of their 
database once per month due to needs of pilot. Note that DIT only stores current ownership data in 
the database—not historical data. 

► Some Driving Reports could not be issued because data stored was incomplete. Incomplete data 
included incomplete owner records, incomplete or invalid odometer reading records, inconsistent 
VIN between DIT database and PMVI data. Such instances will need to be planned for in an 
operational RUC system. 

► County of registration address county and county of inspection could differ. As it was not clear what 
miles were driven in which county in this case, a Driving Report could not be issued. 

► Frequency of inspection varies greatly by vehicle. Although inspections are required every 12 
months, except for new vehicles, some vehicles get inspected more often, many wait a longer than 
12 months, and some are right around 12 months. Driving report design mush consider this 
variation. 

► There were many steps to convert raw data into RUC data. There was a fair amount of work to 
load, clean and process the raw data received from the PMVI database and DIT database. The 
project team had to define a higher number of business rules than expected to clean and 
disambiguate the data and identify eligible use cases for which Driving Reports would be sent: 

 The pilot team started with a list of basic vehicle eligibility rules, which included vehicle types, 
vehicle fuel types, vehicle status, registered owner address, enrollment in Part 2 (as Part 1 and 
Part 2 of the pilot overlapped over a few months, the project team decided not to send Driving 
Reports to Part 2 participants to avoid confusing them).  

 The project team also defined a preliminary list of odometer eligibility rules that included status 
of odometer readings (only odometer values from successful inspection visits were taken), value 
of odometer readings, the minimum and maximum number of months separating two valid 
odometer readings, change of ownership between odometer readings.  

 More business rules were added to the basic eligibility case as the project team discovered 
specific use cases to filter out or include while balancing the number of eligible records that 
would be used to produce Driving Reports.  

6.1.2. Driving Report Layout 

► Minimum font sizes should be defined to accommodate vision-impaired readers even for footnotes. 
The project team discovered that the font size used to display state and county rates was too small 
and might be difficult to read for elderly readers.  

► Default address QR codes may not accommodate variable information. The project team planned to 
use the default QR code on envelopes for the link to the survey, but discovered that the default QR 
code could not be used for variable information. Thus, an additional QR code was added to the right 
of the address field. 
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6.1.3. Driving Report Content 

► Ambiguous characters and numbers cannot be included in a value that users will enter. For 
example, 1 and I may look similar; or O and 0. Thus, these characters were eliminated from Driving 
Report numbers to prevent incorrect entry due to misreading. 

► The per-mile rate needed to be explained completely. Following feedback obtained during the 
SSOT survey, one FAQ entry on page 2 was rewritten to provide more information on the per-mile 
rate. 

6.1.4. Driving Report Printing 

► Pre-printed forms (shells) reduce printing costs. Pre-printed shells costs were lower in mainland US, 
and pilot team decided to use pre-printed shells, and only sent monthly variable data to the Printer 

► Use of bulk printing services requires extensive calibration. Several printing iterations were needed 
to calibrate the printers to print variable characters on the pre-printed shells in the exact positions. 
The bulk printer also had to be calibrated for Driving Reports that had wider dollar amounts than in 
initial testing. The print team had to work on reducing font sizes.  

► Turn-around times for print services took longer than expected. Bulk printing services are vital, but 
their turn around time is not instant—they require time to update their systems when changes are 
made.  

► Template configuration tracking log introduced to ensure all parties involved were working from the 
latest version. As templates for Driving Reports are updated, strict version control is necessary. 
Also, when making changes to DR templates, it was important to keep variable data in same 
position to avoid time spent recalibrating the templates for printing  

► Using a bulk printer service / printing house requires careful coordination and detailed 
implementation. Having an experienced, local, high-tech printer, was key to success. 

6.1.5. Live Operations 

► Using the National Change of Address (NCOA) list was vital to sending out correct driving reports, 
but it was expensive, and the team had to update the manner of using it to decrease recurring 
lookup charges. Addresses in DIT’s’ database are not always up-to-date, so the pilot team used the 
NCOA system to reduce the volume of undeliverable mails. The HiRUC system vendor would send 
data files received from DIT to the NCOA system to proactively identify undeliverable addresses. 
With these pre-checks, Driving Reports would not be generated, printed and mailed to these 
addresses thus saving printing and mailing costs. The pilot team analyzed operational costs one 
month after launch, and takes note of high cost of NCOA lookups ($0.0013 per lookup). 
Transactional costs meant every full set of DIT data comprising about 2.1 million records could cost 
the project about $2,700. NCOA lookups during tests and operations could cumulate to $38,000 
(assuming ~14 lookups). The project team had to explore solutions to reduce number of records to 
send to NCOA. The team considered the following options: 

1. Option 1 – long term savings: Pre-process NCOA input file to remove all records for any VINs 
for which a DR had already been issued. Initially, savings would be low, but in the long run, 
savings generated over number of DRs generated would increase 

2. Option 2 – immediate 50% savings: Update NCOA file every 2 months instead of every month 
to instantly halve budget. However, the program impacts anticipated were risks of increasing 
following cases: 
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o Generating a DR for someone who has moved within the past 60 days meant relying on 
USPS to forward their DR, rather than having their “new” address already printed on the DR 

o Sending DRs to someone who has moved to a different island within the past 60 days (this 
meant missing the Business Rule that required that no DR be sent a person who changes 
county)  

3. Option 3 – Set up a direct API link to NCOA and running NCOA as the last data processing step 
on the subset of eligible vehicles. This would reduce recurring NCOA charge to $175 per batch 
down from the $2,700 per batch. This was the cheapest option, and eventually chosen. 

► Updating the National Change of Address (NCOA) list was not trivial. It is important to factor in 
learning curve to interpret NCOA data dictionary. It took time to sort out the NCOA data format. 
Retesting and adjustments to system were needed. While reviewing data files, project team 
identified a few non-Hawaii addresses and owner/vehicle combinations that should have been 
filtered out. These new anomalies were due to the fact that new NCOA provider provided more 
granular data than the previous NCOA provider. With the previous NCOA provider, forwarding 
addresses were matched at the address level. With the new provider, they are done at the name + 
address level (so if two people are listed in the DIT record but only one moves, the vendor got two 
records back from NCOA — one still showing someone at the original address, and another one 
showing the other person at a new address). The vendor had to change the way that the system 
handled the NCOA data to accommodate this change.  

► Mail return rates were higher after responsibilities for NCOA interface was transitioned. The new 
NCOA solution was much less expensive, but the printing house was doing additional address 
matching beyond just NCOA.  

► Anomalies in the DIT data required some manual processing. Vehicle registry data is generally 
imperfect, and data imperfections must be considered for any such system.  

► Not sending multiple driving reports to the same address requires checking across all the entire 
database of sent driving reports. Checking against the current batch is not sufficient. 

► Most people learned about HiRUC through the Driving Report. Despite broad outreach and 
education efforts through local media and the website, many recipients of the Driving Report in Part 
1 would learn about the Demonstration through the mailed-in Driving Report. The Driving Report 
has an FAQ and links to the project website with an even more complete FAQ. However, only 
providing online information was not deemed sufficient, especially for population segments that did 
not have good access to internet or familiarity with online tools. Also, past project experience 
allowed the project team to fully measure the risk of not providing a call-in support option – upset 
members of the public who fail to understand key underlying RUC principles or who doubt the 
legitimacy of the Driving Report could channel their comments on social media. Providing a single 
point of contact for the general public could allow to pacify and further educate and support 
frustrated members of the public.  

6.2. Technology Test Drive Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.2.1. Design and Development 

Design and development of the HiRUC Part 2 demonstration was based on system designs used in 
Oregon, Washington, and California for similar pilots. Specifically, the specification documents (System 
Requirements, Interface Control, and Business Rules Documents) were based on the version of these 
documents created for the Washington State Road Usage Charging Pilot.  
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The Account Management vendor, Azuga, was currently operating a RUC project in Oregon. In 
general, Azuga’s philosophy was to reuse as much as possible from Oregon but change anything 
where HiRUC Requirements differed. Azuga based their HiRUC part 2 system on the system they were 
currently operating in Oregon. They began by developing a detailed Requirements Traceability Matrix—
comparting the HiRUC requirements with the requirements, business rules, and interfaces that they 
were already operating in Oregon. Those requirements that did not change did not need to be retested. 
For requirements that did change, Azuga determined where system updates were needed. All such 
changes needed to be retested. Azuga’s approach was very cost-and time-effective for the project. 

The main changes from the Oregon and Washington systems for HiRUC Part 2 were the following: 

► Supporting counties with different gas tax and RUC rates. Other programs had only one gas tax 
and RUC rate per state. In addition to supporting county-level rates, the HiRUC system asked 
participants to provide county of residence in addition to address. 

► Third party statement generation. In other pilots, the Account Managers generated the statements 
themselves. As Vehcon had already developed the user-optimized Driving Report format for the 
Part 1 pilot, the project team found it helpful to allow them to develop and support the Road Usage 
Reports for the part 2 pilot. This required Azuga to transmit all Road Usage Report data to Vehcon 
each month. This approach provided the greatest design flexibility but required extra integration 
between Vehcon and Azuga. 

► OdoFoto provided within Azuga app. Vehcon provided the OdoFoto functionality, which was 
included in Azuga’s app. The OdoFoto functionality includes specialized and proprietary features, 
which Azuga could not provide. Whereas in previous pilots, similar functionality had previously been 
provided as a standalone app, including it directly in Azuga’s app provided the simplest overall user 
interface—only one app was required for the entire HiRUC pilot. 

► OdoFoto images could be submitted at any time. Whereas in previous pilots, participants were only 
able to submit odometer images during specific reporting periods, in the HiRUC pilot, participants 
were able to submit images at any time. However, it was still important to provide a specific 
reporting period with reminders and cutoff time to ensure that Road Usage Reports included the 
most current information possible. 

► Carbon Footprint. The Carbon Footprint feature in Azuga’s Premium Services was developed 
specifically for the HiRUC pilot. This feature illustrated a means by which participants could be 
made aware of their carbon emissions along with RUC. 

► Custom website and app appearance and links. The web portal and app were all given a 
customized appearance for the HiRUC pilot.  

► Participant user interface design. Using a storyboard to plot out the participant journey before 
development starts is an important step that allows the account manager and the project team to 
agree on objectives for a positive user experience that would generally increase chances of 
participant compliance with mileage reporting methods. Once the overall participant journey is 
designed, it is important to have a detailed look at each interface along the participant journey to 
understand where exactly a slow-down or complication in the process could increase the risk of 
participants dropping out or being non-compliant with enrollment, set-up or mileage reporting 
requirements. Detailed dive-ins also allowed the project team to be intentional about managing 
cultural specificities – for example, it was important to handle special characters used in Hawaii like 
the ʻOkina gracefully.  
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6.2.2. Testing 

Observations and lessons learned during testing including extensive updates to the base specification 
documents (SRS, ICD, BRD), as well as general lessons learned. All these are included here. For 
testing details, see the Part 2 Testing Report. 

6.2.3. SRS Updates 

► Removal of manually entered RUC county. Participants frequently confused the field entry “county” 
with state and as it was the default value, entered Hawaii. This meant that the registration county 
address was marked as “Hawaii county” thus resulting in the wrong RUC and gas tax rates being 
applied for non-Hawaii county residents. To avoid problems like Hawaii county being entered 
mistakenly, county should not be free entry, and instead be based on the zip code entered. If the 
zip code is not captured through the user interface, these discrepancies would have to be corrected 
on the back end (e.g., by connecting to the DIT database).  

► Removal of manually entered start odometer reading. A holdover from earlier programs, the 
requirement for all participants to enter their vehicle’s odometer reading when enrolling was 
removed, because there were no plans to use this odometer reading, and this requirement made 
the enrollment more burdensome for the participant.  

► Additional odometer photo required when changing to or from OdoFoto. When switching to or from 
the OdoFoto mileage reporting method, an additional odometer image is needed to open or close 
out the vehicle’s record with this method. The original requirements just called for an odometer 
photo every 3 months. This update in the SRS also led to related updates in the Business Rules, 
described below. 

► Trip data retention opt-in requirements. The original requirements stated that the service provider 
always needed to ask the user’s permission to opting in to store historical trip location data. 
However, Azuga’s system never stored this information. Thus, there was no need to ask the user’s 
permission, so this requirement was removed in cases in which such information was never stored.  

6.2.4. ICD Updates 

► Updated null value in case no odometer image is submitted in VIN Summary Report. The ICD was 
clarified to say that when participants on the OdoFoto mileage reporting method do not submit an 
odometer image, the field used to report miles traveled should contain the string “None Reported” to 
clearly indicate no odometer image was submitted. This string then appears directly in the Road 
Usage Reports of such users. 

► Minor clarifications on RUR Data Report. The RUR data report is the report that Vehcon sent back 
to Azuga with data on the RURs that Vehcon had generated, based on the data provided by Azuga. 
This was a new report for the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration and required several minor clarifications 
after the first draft of the ICD. 

► Minor additions to account and VIN message for new enrollments. The Account and VIN message 
was part of the original ICD, used to report summary account information by the CAM. In the HiRUC 
project, it was additionally used by Azuga to report new enrollments in the Demonstration to 
Vehcon. This necessitated some minor additions to the message. 

6.2.5. BRD Updates 

► Added closeout details. Details of the program closeout (timing nature of messaging to participants, 
information about device return or final odometer photo, rewards, etc.) was not included in the 
original BRD. These details were added in a revision. 
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► Timing and frequency of initial and ongoing compliance reminders. Updates were made to the 
timing and frequency of both the initial compliance reminders (reminder to plug in the device the 
first time or take the first odometer photo) and ongoing compliance reminders (reminders to plug an 
unplugged device back in; reminders to send in odometer images at the end of the reporting 
period). 

► Change of mileage reporting method details. More detail was provided on steps to be taken when a 
user switches from one mileage reporting method to another, including rules on submitting 
odometer photos when switching to or from OdoFoto in agreement with the change in the SRS 
indicated above. 

► Possibility to drop never complaint participants. The BRD was updated to indicate the possibility of 
participants who had never been compliant (never plugged in a device or submitted an odometer 
photo) being dropped from the pilot. This feature was never used in the pilot. 

► Limitation of fleets to ten vehicles. The maximum size of a vehicle fleet, which before was 
undefined, was specified to be ten vehicles. 

► Addition of account suspension at customer’s request. The BRD were amended to include an 
explicit provision for account suspension at the request of the participant, i.e., keep their account in 
a state of suspense, so the account was not closed, but and so the participants would not receive 
reporting reminders while they traveled and were unable to fulfill the reporting requests. 

► Final RUR for a given mileage reporting method at end of month when that method was last used or 
when vehicle was changed. The BRD was amended to indicate that a final RUR for a given mileage 
reporting method or vehicle would be provided in the month of that mileage reporting method or 
vehicle’s last charges. This means that in case of an Odofoto, the RUR may be issued at the end of 
a month not on the normal OdoFoto quarterly reporting cycle. 

► Definition of RUR number. The BRD was amended to add a new standard of RUR number. 

► Definition of compliant. The BRD was amended to include a new definition of compliant—no more 
than 14 days unplugged in a given month. It also was amended to indicate that never compliant 
meant never plugged in or never submitted initial odometer image. 

► Correction of Honolulu and Maui per mile rates. When the per mile rates were initially added, the 
rates for Honolulu and Maui counties were switched—Honolulu was listed as $0.011 per mile, and 
Maui at $0.008 per mile, but that was corrected to Honolulu being $0.008 per mile and Maui being 
$0.011 per mile in the revision. 

► Removal of Pending Account status. A holdover from earlier programs, the account status of 
Pending was used to indicate accounts that needed to be approved before the participant could 
complete enrollment. As all users who had an activation code were eligible to enroll, it was not 
needed in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, and so was eliminated.  

► Transmission of initial odometer reading should not block end of quarter reminders. Originally, the 
BRD contained the rule that participants should not receive end of quarter odometer photo 
submission reminders within 10 days of having submitted an odometer image. However, the team 
realized that this would mean that participants who had just enrolled and submitted their initial 
odometer image would also not receive such reminders, and thus receive an RUR that would 
indicate that they had not reported an end-of-quarter odometer image, when in fact they had not 
been reminded to do so. 
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6.2.6. Testing 

It is important to spend time setting up and testing customer support services. Customer support 
services or helpdesk services are generally the only point of human contact that members of the public 
and enrolled participants had with the pilot, and thus had a significant impact on the overall user 
experience. Customer service readiness covers several aspects: 

► Technical and functional – the basic customer service functions should work as expected to 
minimize participant frustration, i.e. inbound and outbound phone calls, call transfers, voicemail 
messages and transfers, email addresses (avoiding characters or titles that risk sending emails to 
spam folders) should function without glitches.  

► Operational – with two customer support teams (a general policy support team for Part 1 operated 
by the pilot team, and a technical support team for Part 2 operated by Azuga) good understanding 
roles and responsibilities by both teams, as well as knowledge of the other team’s hours of 
operation and contact details is necessary for effective coordination. Customer service 
representatives (CSRs) from both teams have to be trained to efficiently address policy, technology 
questions, and operational issues or reroute the questions to the relevant teams. 

► Service quality and compliance – CSRs should be trained to respect data privacy, security, and 
service quality procedures. Standard operating procedures and shared FAQ resources need to be 
set up so CSRs could have guidelines to answer sensitive questions relating to RUC policy or 
address questions relating to personally identifiable information in a consistent manner – e.g., In 
Part 1, some people wanted to know how the program got their vehicle information to produce 
Driving Reports; in Part 2, CSRs had to know how to orient participants to their online accounts 
without disclosing any personal information  

► Ongoing communications – support emails need to follow best practices such as consistent, friendly 
and intuitive emails with clear calls-to action including clear subtitles, instructions and deadlines. 

► Mobile device apps are difficult to keep up-to-date. Specifically, there are a vast array of mobile 
operating system versions o develop for. When a specific operating system has a glitch or 
unexpected behavior on a given device model, it can cause the app to work incorrectly for that 
device/operating system, and Account Managers only have a limited amount of testing capacity. To 
reduce required testing of updates, it may be desirable to only have a mobile web portal (which will 
still necessitate checking updates on a range of browser versions).  

► Lessons learned with text messages. The Amazon Web Services (AWS) text messaging solution 
initially used to generate text messages proved to be unreliable resulting in notifications were either 
sent too late or not at all. The unreliability stemmed from the fact there was no proactive monitoring 
capability, so the pilot team only uncovered discrepancies with text notifications at the end of each 
testing period, which led to delays in testing and troubleshooting. Azuga switched its notification 
systems from AWS to a more reliable Twilio text messaging system after it became clear than the 
AWS solution was not meeting expectations. 

► Even a simple update in hardware can alter device behavior, and must be thoroughly tested. After 
observing a range of flyover trips with GPS devices—trips in which GPS connectivity was lost, 
causing the trip to appear to fly from one point to another point several miles away—the team 
embarked on a detailed data collection effort. The root cause was eventually found to be a 
hardware upgrade in the Azuga plug-in device: a new communications chipset had replaced the 
previous one to support 3G connectivity, and that communications chipset also included the GPS 
computations. While this hardware upgrade should not have impacted GPS integrity, it was found 
that the new chipset behaved differently under the software, causing the location data to be lost in 
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some cases. Fundamentally, this means that in any situation where hardware is updated, the 
device needs to be thoroughly tested.  

6.2.7. Live Operations 

► OdoFoto should be accompanied by a manual odometer input to avoid edge cases. Although 
OdoFoto has many automated algorithms to detect anomalies and fraud, no system is fool-proof. In 
one instance, an odometer value was processed incorrectly due to the final digit of the LCD screen 
being hidden by a shadow, causing the processed value to be one digit shorter than the real value 
(for example, 4000 miles instead of 40001 miles). This incorrect odometer value in turn resulted in 
the user being identified as having a negative value for the charging period. This anomaly was 
successfully identified before the user received an RUR. Due to the variety of dashboard layouts 
and lighting conditions, one way to identify such situations sooner in the process is to require users 
to manually enter their odometer values, in addition to performing image processing. 

► OdoFoto submissions should allow additional photo submission even before Vehcon reviews them. 
As designed, the system only allows one odometer submission to be made each day. Sometimes, 
participants might accidentally take and submit a picture of something other than the vehicle 
odometer. These participants were immediately aware that they sent the image erroneously, and 
that Vehcon would reject it—which Vehcon did. But the participants would have preferred to be able 
to immediately submit a new odometer image, instead of having to wait 24 hours to do so. 

► OdoFoto is inappropriate for larger vehicle fleets and should be updated for smaller vehicle fleets. 
Medium to large fleets—those with more than 25-30 vehicles—rarely have all vehicles in one place 
at one time to allow a fleet manager to take and submit odometer photos for all vehicles. Thus, the 
responsibility to submit odometer photos would need to be passed on to drivers, which is logistically 
difficult to manage, especially given the need to submit images quarterly, and receive reporting 
reminders quarterly, as well as when vehicles enter or exit a fleet. For smaller fleets (<30 vehicles), 
it may be possible to update the app in a way that allows collection, but there will need to be a way 
to pass responsibility for taking the odometer photo for a given vehicle to others (driver or deputy 
manager). 

6.2.8. Premium Services  

► Premium Features and gamification appeared to have had the highest impact on the participants 
interest in using the HiRUC app—those who used the app were most interested in using the 
Premium features, instead of the RUC-related features. However, Premium Features only 
functioned after users enabled them, due to concerns about making the app’s functionality privacy-
sensitive. Further, the Premium Features were not located obvious within the HiRUC app and 
website, and so some participants never noticed or enabled them. Those participants did not get 
the full experience of the expected production version of HiRUC and so their feedback was limited 
to the RUC experience, not to Premium Features. The lessons learned are that premium features 
are a major draw to device-based RUC, but they need to be obvious to users, while remaining opt-
in to consider users’ comfort with privacy and the use of RUC information for other purposes. 

► Premium services – how many people enabled it; survey results of how many people used it; 
learnings around setting the default of OFF & clearly separating it from RUC (opt-in/opt-out). 

6.2.9. Mobile Interface Lessons Learned 

► Many participants do not realize that they need to download a separate app in order to use 
OdoFoto. The need to download an app in order to use OdoFoto was announced at the time of 
enrollment and in several follow-up emails. However, upon realizing that they were not receiving 
data on their RURs, many participants commented to Azuga CSRs that they did not know they 
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needed to download an app. Ultimately, the best solution for this functionality may be not to have an 
app at all—simply to support OdoFoto through a mobile web portal, so the link provided in the 
reminder texts would directly open the OdoFoto functionality even if a user had not downloaded an 
app. 

► Passwords should be able to be reset through the app—or not have app. The Azuga app required 
user login with the same username/password as was established during enrollment to log in to the 
Azuga HiRUC web portal. However, the app did not support a password reset functionality. In order 
to reset passwords, users needed to access the web portal. Because users may forget passwords 
at any time, the app should support resetting of passwords. Alternatively, the program could just not 
have an app, but rather provide all functionality through the mobile web portal. 

6.2.10. Road Usage Reports 

► Road Usage Reports—or more generally, statements or invoices—are hard to perfect. Each month 
of the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, the project team reviewed the RURs generated by Vehcon 
based on Azuga’s data and found at least a few RURs that had issues either with the appearance 
or accuracy of the data. There were more issues at the start of the live demonstration, but a number 
of issues were discovered every month. In general, it is very important for a third party to review 
RURs or statements before they are sent. Also, the agency may want to prioritize RUR accuracy 
over aesthetics after live operations begin. As an alternative to even issuing statements or RURs, 
the agency could consider using printable online dashboards in a web portal instead.  

► Using a separate firm to produce RURs has advantages but comes with significant complications. 
Using Vehcon to generate the RURs allowed the RURs to have a similar look and feel to the Part 1 
Driving Reports and included better graphics for outreach and education than Azuga would have 
been capable of generating. However, this approach had significant complications. First, Vehcon 
and Azuga had to integrate with each other, involving an API with data going in both directions, for 
the generation of RURs each month; this involved nontrivial effort. Second, issuing RURs always 
took several days, as each API was run as a batch process, so transmitting and generating RURs 
could not be done instantaneously, but required 24-48 hours. Third when RUR issues arose, the 
first step was always to diagnose whose responsibility it was—where the root cause of the issue 
lay. On the balance, the project team would recommend that CAMs generate their own RURs, not 
use a third party for RUR generation. 

6.2.11. Treatment of Local Jurisdiction RUC 

► Local jurisdictions (counties) were successfully handled by using distinct rule IDs in the system. 
Road Usage Reports applied the rates of the county of the address declared by the participant for 
non-location based methods, or the rate of the location of the device, for location-based methods 
(unless location could not be determined). RUC and gas tax rates displayed on the Road Usage 
Report per county generally matched with the registration rate of the county in which participants 
actually registered their vehicle mostly because inter county/inter island driving is exceptional;  

► However, RUC and gas tax rates displayed on the road usage report can be wrong when there are 
vehicle movements between islands. Monthly data analysis revealed that there were a handful of 
participants using plug-in device with GPS that drove their vehicles in counties different from the 
county of vehicle registration. These cases could only be detected for vehicles that used the plug-in 
device with GPS method. It is possible there were a few more cases of inter-county driving. An 
operational RUC program should consider an easy way for people who use a non-location based 
method to declare when they have moved their vehicle to a new county.  
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► Monthly data analysis also revealed that some participants entered the wrong county address 
resulting in wrong registration rates being applied. These rate application anomalies could only be 
detected for participants using the Plug-in device with GPS. This could be easily fixed on the 
system side (either front end or back end) by using zip code to determine the county of registration.  

6.2.12. Vendor Oversight  

► Vendor technical oversight is necessary during live operations. Azuga was an excellent commercial 
account manager and performed well in many respects. Azuga had a true customer service 
orientation, clearly intending to put in the work to give their customers a good experience. However, 
a range of issues arose that Azuga either did not immediately identify or did not know how to 
respond to. Either the agency or a technical consultant is needed to oversee vendor operations, by 
reviewing key performance indicators, by participating in the pilot, and by monitoring participant 
feedback, in order to guarantee good service is continually provided by the vendor. 

► Vendor key performance indicators are necessary. The HiRUC project team did not prepare 
performance indicators for Azuga to report. Instead, Azuga provided its own performance indicators 
based on the data that they are already providing for other RUC systems, including various types of 
customer service activity, MRM activation status, etc. In general, performance indicators should be 
developed as part of the RUC system specifications.  

► Vendors must be required to actively monitor that any third-party services they employ are paid up 
and functional with no interruption in service. Azuga utilized third party services to send text 
messages (at first, they used an Amazon service for texting, but switched to the Twilio service), as 
well as to send return labels for plug-in devices to participants. Azuga experienced situations in 
which both of these services were interrupted for various reasons.  

6.2.13. Demonstration Closeout 

► Pilot closeout could be improved by allowing participants full account access even after the account 
was closed. Though the pilot close-out experience did not have any major technical glitches, the 
user experience was rather abrupt for participants, who experienced account closure on February 
1, 2021, which meant that the only information available on their accounts was road usage 
reports—daily data and premium services information was deleted. It would be desirable to keep 
such data even after the account was closed, although doing so would require a major software 
update for Azuga. 

► From an equity perspective, the device return experience should consider people who do not have 
access to printers or do not have access to reliable mail. For example, the state could offer plug-in 
device pickup/return locations (e.g. DMVs) or shipping services (e.g. amazon agreements with 
UPS). As mail can be unreliable – service delays, weather, address in Hawaii may be slightly more 
troublesome for package deliveries, it’s important to consider extended delays or plug-in device 
pickup/return locations that remove the responsibility of timely device return/pick-up from 
participant.  
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6.3. Fleet Pilot Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.3.1. Fleet Operations 

► Fleets have different operational needs, vehicle lifecycle management processes, exemptions, and 
vehicle cost tracking needs.  

► Systems used vary from spreadsheets, fleet management programs required for public utilities, to 
specialized high-tech telematics Fleet Management Systems. They have varying capabilities and 
resources to accommodate RUC reporting.  

6.3.2. RUC Reporting Preferences 

► There is no one-size-fits-all RUC process. It is important to provide different reporting options for 
convenience (bulk upload with flexible file formats, direct updates through user interface). 

► Convenience is a main factor for payment frequency. For manual data reporting, annual frequency 
perceived to be less burdensome. Fleet operators have their own vendors and processes for 
reporting mileage that they prefer over CAMs (auto mechanic, auto export of data, fleet 
management system) 

► Financial impact not determining factor for reporting/payment frequency. It’s more a matter of 
accounting and budgeting, and being able to track expenses easily (e.g., monthly) 

6.3.3. Improving Fleet Operator Understanding, Addressing Concerns, and Collecting 
Feedback 

► Concerns were expressed about having to repeat manual reporting process several times a year for 
their whole fleet (e.g., “Fine for 20 vehicles, but cannot imagine doing this for 180 vehicles”). RUC 
reporting was duplicative work. Fleet administrators already need to enter information in their own 
fleet management systems. They would have preferred an option to automate reporting by 
integrating the RUC platform with their fleet management systems 

► The fleet pilot allowed fleet operators to see how RUC could affect their business and provide more 
relevant feedback. Familiarity with RUC increased across the board after 6 weeks of pilot 
participation  

6.3.4. Pilot Design 

► Partner with fleet management providers to ensure participation from a diverse range of fleet 
organizations to ensure a full spectrum of testing and research (consider company size, fleet size, 
type of systems, vehicle use, type of drivers). 

► Set expectations – be clear on what type of participation is expected of the fleet manager. Gauge 
level of commitment, availability and technical abilities for meaningful pilot participation. 

► Budget for incentives, to compensate companies for their time and involvement. 

► Most importantly, give fleet businesses a seat at the table. Other than collecting technical driving 
data, prioritize collecting insights, perceptions, and concerns.  
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